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Number the pictures in order from 1-3. A

1. Which pictures happened first, second, and third in the story? 

Underline a good thought Harold may have had. 

2. I can carry the basket easier than she can.

She might give me some money if I help her.

B

LessonHelping Hands
7

Time for reading class (pages 111-115).

Numbering in Order

Sometimes we want to put words or pictures in a 
certain order. We can do this by numbering them.

How does a person grow? 213

The story did not say why Harold went back to help
the old woman. We can only guess what he was thinking.

From the Story
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King Solomon was the wise man who wrote this verse.
Jesus was the one who said, “Blessed are the merciful:
for they shall obtain mercy.” King Solomon and Jesus 
both understood that showing mercy makes us happy.

Circle the bold word that completes the sentence. 

3. We should especially show mercy to the rich, poor.

Lesson 7

He that hath mercy on the poor, happy is he. Proverbs 14:21

Same and Different

A dog and a horse are different in many ways. A horse 
neighs. A dog barks. But they are the same in other ways. 
Both have four legs, a head, and a tail.

Memorize the Bible verse and say it to your teacher.C

How are a car and a train different? Write car or train to
complete each sentence. 

D

How are a car and a train the same? Underline the bold word
that completes the sentence.

6. A car and a train are both ways to  travel,  walk.

4. A                           runs on a road.

5. A                           runs on a track.
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Circle the letters that say ī. F

Circle the two words each bold contraction stands for. 

7. Do you know who’s coming? who is who has

8. He’s had other pets before Trixy. He is He has

9. It’s time for school to start. It is It has

E

10. r i g h t s i g h l i g h t f l i g h t s l i g h t

Circle the sound of the bold letters. G

11. page g   j cellar s    k cake s    k

12. game g   j icy s    k gym g    j

Lesson 7

We Remember

13. Jessie asked, “Mother, can you teach me to bake cookies?”

Jessie wanted to make real, pretend cookies.

Underline real or pretend to make the sentence true. H

Underline another title that fits “Helping Hands.” 

16. Harold’s Delivery Wagon Resting on a Doorstep

J

Circle the words that are opposite in each set. I

14. lost     found     empty 15. size     short     long
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LessonIt Is Up to You

1 . aren’t (ärnt) 7. himself (hĭm • sĕlf)

2. enjoy (en • joi) 8. never (nĕv • ər)

3. fact (făkt) 9. skinned (skĭnd)

4. fair (fĕr) 10. slide (slīd)

5. fool around (fül  ə • round) 11. slowpokes (slō • pōks)

6. glumly (gləm • lē) 12. spoils (spoilz)

8

Study Words

Match each Study Word to its meaning. A

1. glumly•

2. fact •

3. spoils •

4. fool around•

5. slowpokes •

6. skinned •

7. enjoy •

• ruins something

• something that is true

• unhappily

• to waste time

• removed skin from

• to like doing something

• people who are not fast

Circle the number of syllables in each word. 

8. never 1 2 3 fair 1 2 3 himself 1 2 3

B
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Circle gh or ph in each bold word.  Match each sentence
to the correct way to say the bold word. 

D

9. A pheasant is a large bird with a long tail. •

10. Our a lphabet has twenty-six letters. •

11. Aunt Kim made enough pie for everyone. •

12. The truck bumped over the rough road.•

•ăl • fə • bĕt

•ē • nəf

• fĕz • ənt

• rəf

Lesson 8

gh, ph = f

When gh comes at the end 
of a word, it often says f.

Ph says f at the beginning,
middle, or end of a word.

laugh enough elephant graph photo

Depart from evil, and do good. Psalm 34:14

Read the Bible verse to yourself three times. C

Number the pictures from 1-3 in order from slowest
to fastest.

13.

E


